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IS THE SEDIMENT TYPE 
INFLUENCED by the MOW?

Sedimentary deposits on the seafloor (what type and how is deposited) are 
directly related to the current.
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Channels

Changes on strength and direction of the MOW influence on the 
sedimentary processes and seafloor relief evolution, even at short-term 
spatial and temporal scales.
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IS THE SUBMARINE RELIEF AND 
SEA-FLOOR MODIFIED by the MOW?

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Both current velocity and type of substratum condition the occurrence of 
different habitats

Sediment grain size

ARE SEDIMENT-DWELLING SPECIES 
CONDITIONED by the MOW?
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MOWThe
The MOW (Mediterranean Outflow 
Water) represents the water mass 
outflowing from the Mediterranean 
toward the Atlantic as a bottom water 
mass due to its higher salinity.
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At present, the Straits of Gibraltar acts as a point of exchange between the 
Mediterranean and Atlantic water masses. The outgoing Mediterranean water 
flows below the incoming Atlantic due to its higher density, as a result of higher 
salinity water in the Mediterranean Sea. Here, the Mediterranean Outflow 
Water (MOW) is generated cascading into the Gulf of Cadiz before continuing 
on into a long journey across the Atlantic Ocean.

 

INPULSE is studying how MOW is affecting the seafloor, bedforms, type of 
substrate and associate habitats in the Gulf of Cadiz.
Its results would contribute for a better sustainable management and resources 
exploitation in the area.

How this study 
has been done?

831Stations
Oceanographic Rosette

216hours
of Acoustic Exploration

129
Sediment 
Samples

4Oceanographic 
Mooring

5hours 
of Submarine Video

https://youtu.be/VRkTFeBG43I
https://youtu.be/qge9b6H5dDU
https://youtu.be/fqtoRos5-h8
https://youtu.be/3D4A730Uvy4
https://youtu.be/jNopnFA16L8
https://youtu.be/cD4mDjRoh3c
https://youtu.be/avD3hCaycK4
https://youtu.be/VeFpOYozb1k
https://youtu.be/dfbjXI3BrYA
https://youtu.be/nf0BjLgDn70
https://youtu.be/h73X6JRXGfY
https://youtu.be/PNb2T9ZjnFY
https://youtu.be/bsVpBDtK60s

